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We are concerned with a coupling effect of heat diffusion, damping relaxation,
and electric potential on the large-time behavior of solutions of the compressible
EulerPoisson fluids starting with smooth initial data. In this paper we prove that,
for smooth initial data with large C1 norm, the corresponding solution will develop
singularities in finite time. This fact indicates that this coupling effect is not strong
enough to prevent the formation of singularities and the development of shock
waves in compressible EulerPoisson fluids as time evolves.  1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Consider the initial value problem of the compressible EulerPoisson
system with heat diffusion and damping relaxation
\t+(\u)x=0,
(1.1)
(\u)t+(\u2+ p)x=\,x&
\u
{
,
\\ \e+u
2
2 ++ t +\\u \e+
u2
2 ++ pu+x
=\u,x&
\(e+(u22)&32T )
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subject to the initial condition
(\, u, T, ,)| t=0=(\0(x), u0(x), T0(x), ,0(x)), (1.2)
with the compatibility condition
,0xx(x)=\0(x)&D(x). (1.3)
Here \, u, T, ,, p(\, T ), e(\, T ), }>0, T >0, and D(x) denote respectively
density, velocity, temperature, electric potential, pressure, internal energy,
heat conductivity, lattice temperature, and doping profile, and { and {$
are relaxation times. The system (1.1) is a hydrodynamic model for
semiconductor devices and biological transport of ions in channel proteins
(see [BK, MRS, CEJS], and the references cited therein). It is a hyperbolic,
parabolic, and elliptic coupled system.
We are concerned with the well-posedness of global smooth solutions in
time for the initial value problem (1.1)(1.2) provided that the initial data
are smooth. The main motivation for this study is the following distinct
features of the system (1.1): (a) it has parabolic and elliptic modes: heat
diffusion and electric dissipation; (b) it contains damping relaxation terms
in both equations of momentum and energy. Our concern is the influence
of interactions of these special features on the large-time behavior of solutions
starting with smooth initial data. An important issue here is whether this
coupling effect is strong enough to preserve the smoothness of initial data
globally in time, that is, whether these effects can prevent the formation of
singularities and the development of shock waves in solutions.
It is known that, for homogeneous hyperbolic systems of conservation
laws, the solutions will generally develop singularities in finite time even for
smooth initial data (cf. Lax [LP], John [J], Keller and Ting [KL], Liu
[LT], Sideris [S], and references cited therein). Also see Alinhac [A],
Aregba-Driollet and Hanouzet [AH], Dafermos [D], Dafermos and
Hsiao [DH], Hattori [H], Hoff [HD], Hrusa and Messaoudi [HM],
Klainerman and Majda [KM], Kosinski [KW], Slemrod [SM], and
references cited therein for related important investigations. In particular,
the formation of singularities in solutions for certain large initial data was
showed by Slemrod [SM] for a system of viscoelastic fluid with a damping
term and by Dafermos and Hsiao [DH] and Hrusa and Messaoudi [HM]
for a system of one-dimensional homogeneous thermoelasticity with heat
conduction. By singularities we mean the blowup of the first derivatives of
the solution over a finite-time interval; and this may be identified physically
with the development of shock waves. In [CJZ], Chen, Jerome, and Zhang
showed that smoothness in local solutions of (1.1) and (1.2) can be
extended globally in time for small smooth initial data in certain norms.
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The next issue is whether the system (1.1)(1.2) preserves smoothness
globally in time for large initial data in general. In this paper we prove
that, for smooth initial data with certain large C1 norm, the solution will
still develop singularities in finite time. More precisely, for smooth initial
data with small L bound and with large derivatives, the solution will keep
uniformly bounded, but their derivatives will blow up in finite time. The
precise statement of our result is in Section 2.
Our analysis starts with the a priori estimates of the solutions. This is
achieved by certain energy estimates in Lagrangian coordinates, in which
a similar form of free energy to [HM] is employed. The electric field term
is estimated very carefully. After certain L2 estimates and L estimates of
the solutions in Section 3, we analyze their partial derivatives in Section 4.
First we apply the operators of differentiation along the characteristics to
certain Riemann invariants, and then take their partial derivatives with
respect to the space variable following Lax [LP]. The coupling of the electric
field and the heat diffusion makes the resulting equations complicated. By
replacing high-order terms by suitable lower-order ones, we introduce some
appropriate functions and eventually derive the equations of these functions
governing the evolution of the Riemann invariants and their partial
derivatives along the characteristics. These equations are strongly coupled.
To make estimates on the partial derivatives, we follow a procedure
developed in [D, DH] to monitor the time evolution of their spatial
supremum norms. Our form of equations derived for the partial derivatives
allows us to use a technique in Dafermos [D] to find a time when the
partial derivatives blow up.
We remark that our result on the one-dimensional system (1.1) also
implies the finite-time formation of singularities in solutions of the Euler
Poisson system in several space variables as usual. Therefore, for general
large data, one must seek weak entropy solutions. In [CW], the global
weak entropy solutions with symmetric structure, starting with L sym-
metric initial data, have been constructed for the isentropic EulerPoisson
system in several space variables.
2. MAIN THEOREM
In this section, we state our main result. For ideal gas flow, p=\T and
e= 32T in (1.1). For simplicity of analysis, we use an approximate form of
the pressure and internal energy; that is, we consider the initial value
problem (1.1)(1.2) with the constitutive relation
p(\, T )= p(\)+:(T &T ), e(\, T )=P(\)+ 32T&:T (\
&1&\ &1),
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where :>0 and \ >0 are constants, p(\) is a C2 function satisfying p\(\)
>0 and p\\(\)>0 for \>0, and P(\)=\\ p(!)!
2 d!. We now introduce
r=r(\, u)#u+|
\
\
- p\(!)
!
d!, s=s(\, u)#u&|
\
\
- p\(!)
!
d!, (2.1)
and the differential operators along the characteristics
<=t+(u+- p\(\)) x , $=t+(u&- p\(\)) x . (2.2)
Set r0(x)=r(\0(x), u0(x)) and s0(x)=s(\0(x), u0(x)). We take p(\ )=0
and }(\)=}\&1 with constant }>0 for simplicity without loss of
generality. Denote %=T&T , %0(x)=T0(x)&T , and U0(x)=(\0(x)&\ ,
u0(x), %0(x)). Then we have the following theorem.
Main Theorem. Assume that the initial data (1.2)(1.3) satisfy the
following conditions:
(A1) U0(x), ,0(x) # C2(R) with finite C 1 norm and, for some constant , ,
x U0(x), x,0(x), ,0(x)&,  0, as x  \. (2.3)
(A2) Denote B(x)=x& (\0(!)&D(!)) d!. Then
B(x) # L & L2(R). (2.4)
(A3) For some $ depending on \ , T , and &B&L+&B&L2 ,
&U0 &2L(R)+&U0&
2
L2(R)+&U0&L1(R)$
2. (2.5)
Set N=supx xr0(x)+supx xs0(x). Then, given any L>0, there exists
M=M(L, N, \ , T , $)>0 such that, if
inf
x
xr0(x)+inf
x
x s0(x)&M, (2.6)
then the life-span of any smooth solution of (1.1) and (1.2) cannot be larger
than L.
3. A PRIORI ESTIMATES
Assume that we have a C2 solution (\, u, T, ,) of (1.1) and (1.2) on
R_[0, L], for some positive constant L<1, satisfying that, for each t # [0, L],
(\(x, t)&\ , u(x, t), T(x, t)&T ) # L1 & L2(R), and the derivatives \x(x), ux(x),
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Tx(x), ,x(x)  0, and ,(x)&,  0 as x  \. Then, for sufficiently small
L<1 and $<min(\ 2, T 2, 1), we have
|\(x, t)&\ |<\ 2, |u(x, t)|<1, |T(x, t)&T |<T 2, (3.1)
for any (x, t) # R_[0, L]. we will prove that, if $ is small enough, L can
be selected a priori that (3.1) holds for any smooth solution with the initial
conditions satisfying (A1)(A3). This can be achieved from the following
lemma.
Lemma 3.1. For some small L<1, there exists a positive constant 4
depending only on \ , T , and &B&L+&B&L2 such that, for any x # R,
t # [0, L],
|,x(x, t)|4, &,x( } , t)&L2(R)4, |
x
&
|m,x | (!, t) d!4, (3.2)
|/(x, t)|4 $, (3.3)
|\(x, t)&\ |4 $, |u(x, t)|4 $, (3.4)
|T(x, t)&T |4 $, (3.5)
where
m=\u, /=|
x
&
\ \e+u
2
2
&
3
2
T + (!, t) d!.
To make these a priori estimates in a simple fashion, we introduce the
Lagrange variable
y=Ht(x)=|
x
0
\(!, t) d!, t # [0, L]. (3.6)
Then (1.1) is equivalent to
{
v~ t&u~ y=0,
(3.7)
u~ t+ p^(v~ , T )y=
, y
v~
&
u~
{
,
\e^(v~ , T )+u~
2
2 + t +(u~ p^(v~ , T ))y=
u~
v~
, y&
2e^(v~ , T )+u~ 2&3T
2{$
+}T yy ,
1
v~ \
, y
v~ +y =
1
v~
&D ( y, t), y # (&, ),
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where (v~ , u~ , T , , )( y, t)=(1\, u, T, ,)(x, t), p^(v~ ( y, t))= p(\(x, t)), D ( y, t)
=D(H &1t ( y)), and
p^(v~ , T )= p^(v~ )+:(T &T ),
with p^v~ (v~ )<0 for v~ >0 and p^(v )=0 for v =1\ , and
e^(v~ , T )=P (v~ )+ 32T &:T (v~ &v ),
with P (v~ )=vv~ p^(!) d!. The initial data (1.2) and the condition (2.5) become
(v~ , u~ , T , , )( y, 0)=(v~ 0 , u~ 0 , T 0 , , 0)( y)=(1\0 , u0 , T0 , ,0)(x),
(3.8)
&U 0 &2L+&U 0&
2
L2+&U 0 &L1C $
2,
with U 0=(v~ 0&v , u~ 0 , T 0&T ), and (3.1) implies that, for sufficiently small
L and $,
|v~ &v |v~ 2, |u~ |1, |T &T |T 2. (3.9)
Integrate \t+mx=0 over (&, x)_(0, t), and then integrate ,xx=
\&D(x) over (&, x) to get
,x(x, t)=&|
t
0
m(x, s) ds+B(x).
From the change of variable (3.6), we have
,x(x, t)=, y( y, t)v~ ( y, t), , y( y, t)=,x(x, t)\(x, t).
Then, by (3.1), (3.9), and (2.4),
|,x |4, |, y |4,
for tL<1. Using Jensen’s inequality and (2.4), one has
|

&
, 2y( y, t) dy=|

&
,2x\
&1(x, t) dx
C |

& \|
t
0
m(x, s) ds+
2
dx+C |

&
B2(x) dx
C |
t
0
|

&
u~ 2( y, s) dy ds+4. (3.10)
Set % ( y, t)=T ( y, t)&T . To prove Lemma 3.1, it suffices to prove the
following lemma.
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Lemma 3.2. For some small L<1, there exists a constant 4>0, inde-
pendent of $, such that, for y # R, t # [0, L],
|

&
(u~ 2+(v~ &v )2+% 2)( y, t) dy+|
t
0
|

&
% 2y( y, s) dy ds4 $
2, (3.11)
|, y( y, t)|4, &, y( } , t)&L2(R)4, |
y
& }
u~
v~
, y(!, t) } d!4, (3.12)
} |
y
& \
1
2
u~ 2+P (v~ )+
3
2
% &:T (v~ &v )+ (!, t) d! }4 $, (3.13)
|v~ ( y, t)&v |4 $, |u~ ( y, t)|4 $, (3.14)
|% ( y, t)|4 $. (3.15)
Proof. For simplicity of notations, we now drops ‘‘t’’ in v~ , u~ , T , % , ,
until the end of this section.
(a) We note that e^(v, T ) and p^(v, T ) satisfy e^v(v, T )=&p^(v, T )+
Tp^T (v, T ). Then there exist a free energy E and a corresponding entropy S
with
E=E(v, T )=P (v)+:(v&v ) %+ 32T(ln T &ln T )+
3
2T,
S=S(v, T )=&:(v&v )& 32 (ln T &ln T ),
satisfying Ev=&p^(v, T), ET=&S(v, T ), and E=e^&TS. The following
equation can be derived from the third equation in (3.7),
\E+%S+u
2
2
&
3
2
T + t +
}T
T2
%2y+\up^&} %%yT +y
=
u
v
,y&
u2T
{T
&
%(e^+12u2&32T )
{$T
.
Integrating it over R_[0, t], we get
|

& \E+%S+
u2
2
&
3
2
T + ( y, t) dy+|
t
0
|

&
}T
T 2
%2y dy ds
=|

& \E+%S+
u2
2
&
3
2
T + ( y, 0) dy
+|
t
0
|

& \
u
v
,y&
u2T
{T
&
%(e^+12u2&32T )
{$T + dy ds. (3.16)
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Note that there exist two constants 0<c1<c2 such that, for |v&v |<v 2,
|%|T 2,
c1((v&v )2+u2+%2)E+%S+
u2
2
&
3
2
T c2((v&v )2+u2+%2).
By (3.10), one has
|

& }
u
v
,y } dyC |

&
u2 dy+C |

&
,2y( y, t) dy
C |

&
u2 dy+C |
t
0
|

&
u2( y, s) dy ds+4. (3.17)
From
&|
t
0
|

&
%(e^+12u2&32T )
{$T
dx dsC |
t
0
|

&
(u2+%2+(v&v )2) dx ds,
and the initial condition (3.8), the identity (3.16) yields
|

&
((v&v )2+u2+%2) dy+|
t
0
|

&
%2y( y, s) dy ds
C $2+4L+C |
t
0
|

&
((v&v )2+u2+%2) dy ds.
Then (3.11) follows from Gronwall’s inequality if L<$2, and (3.12) follows
from (3.10) and (3.17).
(b) Next we prove (3.14). We first apply the operators of differentiation
D&t =t&- & p^v(v) y , D+t =t+- & p^v(v) y , (3.18)
to the Riemann invariants
r^=u+|
v
v
- & p^v(!) d!, s^=u&|
v
v
- & p^v(!) d!, (3.19)
to obtain
D&t r^=
,y
v
&
u
{
+:%y , D+t s^=
,y
v
&
u
{
+:%y . (3.20)
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Set
/^( y, t)=|
y
& \
1
2
u2+P (v)+
3
2
%+ (!, t) d!
and /^0=/^( y, 0). Then (3.7) implies
/t+u( p^(v)&:(%+T ))=|
y
&
u
v
,y d!&
/^
{$
+
:T
{$ |
y
&
(v&v ) d!+}%y ,
and then
}%y=D&t /^+R
&=D+t /^+R
+,
where
R\= - & p^v(v) \12 u2+P (v)+
3
2
%++u( p^(v)&:(%+T ))
+
/^
{$
&|
y
&
u
v
,y d!&
:T
{$ |
y
&
(v&v ) d!.
Set
.= r^&
:
}
(/^&/^0), = s^&
:
}
(/^&/^0). (3.21)
Then
D&t .=
,y
v
&
u
{
+
:
}
R&&
:
}
- & p^v(v) \12 u20+P (v0)+
3
2
%0+ ,
(3.22)
D+t =
,y
v
&
u
{
+
:
}
R++
:
}
- & p^v(v) \12 u20+P (v0)+
3
2
%0+.
Integrating (v&v )t&uy=0 over (&, y)_[0, t] and by (3.8) and (3.9)
for L<$,
} |
y
&
(v&v ) d!}|

&
|v0( y)&v | dy+|
t
0
|u| dsC $. (3.23)
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From (3.7), the third equation is equivalent to
%t&
2
3
}%yy=
2:
3
(T +%) uy
+
2
3 \
u2
{
&
1
{$ \
u2
2
+P (v)+
3
2
%&:T (v&v )++ . (3.24)
From (3.24), % has a representation in term of the heat kernel as in [HM];
we have
} |
y
&
%(!, t) d!}4 $, \y # R, t # [0, L], (3.25)
and then by (3.11),
|/^|4 $. (3.26)
The estimate (3.13) follows from (3.11), (3.23), and (3.25). Now, by (3.19)
and (3.21),
u=
.+
2
+
:
}
/^, v=1&1(.&), (3.27)
where 1&1 is the inverse of the following operator:
1(v)=2 |
v
v
- & p^v(!) d!.
For each t # [0, L] with L small, define the Lipschitz functions
8(t)=max
y
|.( y, t)|, 9(t)=max
y
|( y, t)|.
Then there are two points y^, y # (&, ), such that
8(t)=|.( y^, t)|, 9(t)=|( y , t)|. (3.28)
For any h # (0, t],
8(t&h)|.( y^+h - & p^v(v( y^, t)), t&h)|,
(3.29)
9(t&h)|( y &h - & p^v(v( y , t)), t&h)|.
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Then, subtracting (3.29) from (3.28), dividing by h and letting h  0+, we
have
d
dt
8|D&t .( y^, t)|,
d
dt
9|D+t ( y , t)|. (3.30)
Therefore, from (3.22), (3.9), (3.12), (3.23), and (3.26),
d
dt
(8+9 )
8+9
{
+4.
From 8(0)4 $, 9(0)4 $, one has 8+94 $ provided L<$, Then
(3.14) follows from (3.27) and (3.26).
(c) We now prove (3.15). Set
In(t)=|

&
%2n( y, t) dy, n=1, 2, 3, ... .
Multiply (3.24) by 2n%2n&1 and integrate it over (&, ) to obtain
d
dt
In=A1+A2+A3+A4 ,
where
A1=
2}
3 |

&
2n%2n&1%yy dy,
A2=
2:
3 |

&
2n%2nuy dy,
A3=
2:T
3 |

&
2n%2n&1uy dy,
A4=
2
3 |

&
2n%2n&1 \u
2
{
&
1
{$ \
u2
2
+P (v)+
3
2
%&:T (v&v )++ dy.
From integration by parts, we have,
A1=&
2}
3
(4&22&n) |

&
(y%2
n&1
)2 dy.
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From integration by parts and (3.11),
A2
2}
3 |

&
(y%2
n&1
)2 dy+
2:2
3} |

&
22nu2%2n dy

2}
3 |

&
(y%2
n&1
)2 dy+22n4 $2
2:2
3}
max
y
%2n
and
A3
2:T
3
(2n&1) 2n \||%|$ |u%y%2
n&2| dy+|
|%|>$
|u%y%2
n&2| dy+

2:T
3
(2n&1) 2n \ }:T 22n |

&
(y%2
n&1
)2 dy+
:T
}
max
y
%2n+
+
2:T
3
(2n&1) 2n \12 $2n&2 |

&
%2y dx+
4
2
$2n+ .
By (3.14),
A4=
2
3
2n |
|%|$
%2n&1 \u
2
{
&
1
{$ \
u2
2
+P (v)&:T (v&v )++ dy
+
2
3
2n |
|%|>$
%2n&1 \u
2
{
&
1
{$ \
u2
2
+P (v)&:T (v&v )++ dy& 1{$ 2nIn(t)

2
3
2n |

&
$2n&1&1%2n&1C $ dy+
2
3
2n |

&
$&1%2nC $ dy
C2nIn(t)+C2n $2
n&1In&1(t).
Then
d
dt
In
2}
3
(3 } 2&n&2) |

&
(y%2
n&1
)2 dy+C2nIn(t)+C2n $2
n&1In&1(t)
+
2:2
3}
(22n4 $2+2n(2n&1) T 2) max
y
%2n( y, t)
+
:T
3
2n(2n&1) $2n&2 |

&
%2y dy+
:T
3
2n(2n&1) 4 $2n.
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Note that
In(t)max
y
%2n&1 |

&
%2n&1 dy
1
2
max
y
%2n+
1
2
I 2n&1(t).
For any +>0,
max
y
%2n+ |

&
(y%2
n&1
)2 dy++&1 max
y
%2n&1 |

&
%2n&1 dy
+ |

&
(y%2
n&1
)2 dy+
1
2
max
y
%2n+
+&2
2
I 2n&1(t),
and then
max
y
%2n2+ |

&
(y %2
n&1
)2 dy++&2I 2n&1(t).
Thus, for +r2&3n small enough,
d
dt
InC26nI 2n&1(t)+C2
n $2n&1In&1(t)
+
:T
3
2n(2n&1) $2n&2 |

&
%2y dy+
:T
3
2n(2n&1) 4 $2n.
Integrating the above inequality over (0, t) and using (3.8) and (3.11), we
have
In(t)C $2
n
+C26n |
t
0
I 2n&1(s) ds+C2
n $2n&1 |
t
0
In&1(s) ds+C22n $2
n
.
Set Bn=max0t<L In(t). Then
BnC26nB2n&1+C2
n $2n&1Bn&1+C22n $2
n
,
and hence there exists a constant 4>1 such that
Bn2&6n4&12(4 $)2
n
.
Therefore, for any t # [0, L], &%( } , t)&L2n(R)4 $, and (3.15) follows by
taking n  . This completes the proof of Lemma 3.2. K
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4. BLOWUP OF THE PARTIAL DERIVATIVES
In this section, we make estimates on the partial derivatives of the
Riemann invariants (2.1). We first apply the differential operators (2.2) to
the Riemann invariants (2.1) to obtain
r<=,x&
u
{
+
:
}
}(\) %x , s$=,x&
u
{
+
:
}
}(\) %x . (4.1)
Set w=rx , z=sx , p\= p\(\), and p\\= p\\(\). Then
ux=
w+z
2
, \x=\( p\)&12
w&z
2
, (4.2)
and
\<=&\z, \$=&\w. (4.3)
Taking the partial derivative with respect to x in (4.1), we have
w<=&\12&
1
4
\( p\)&1 p\\+ zw&\12+
1
4
\( p\)&1 p\\+ w2+,xx
&
ux
{
+
:
}
(}(\) %x)x ,
z$=&\12&
1
4
\( p\)&1 p\\+ wz&\12+
1
4
\( p\)&1 p\\+ z2+,xx
&
ux
{
+
:
}
(}(\) %x)x .
Then, using (4.3) and multiplying the above two equations by the integrat-
ing factor &\&12( p\)14, we obtain
(&\&12( p\)14 w)<=\12+
1
4
\( p\)&1 p\\+ \&12( p\)14 w2
&\&12( p\)14 \,xx&ux{ +
:
}
(}(\) %x)x+ ,
(4.4)
(&\&12( p\)14 z)$=\12+
1
4
\( p\)&1 p\\+ \&12( p\)14 z2
&\&12( p\)14 \,xx&ux{ +
:
}
(}(\) %x)x+ .
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From the energy equation in (1.1), one has
(}(\) %x)x=W <&( 32\( p\)
12+:u) %x+H &1 \x+J
&
1 ux&K,
=W$&( 32\( p\)
12&:u) %x+H +1 \x+J
+
1 ux&K,
where
W=\ \e+u
2
2 + , K=m,x+
W&32\T
{$
,
H \1 =u( p\)\\
&1( p\)12 (W\p(\)\:T ),
J \1 =W+ p(\)&:%\\u( p\)
12.
For / in (3.3), we have
/t+u(W+ p(\)&:%)&
3
2
T m=|

&
m,x d!&
/
{$
+}(\) %x
by integrating the energy equation in (1.1), and thus
}(\) %x=/<+K &1 =/$+K
+
1 , (4.5)
where
K \1 =&(u( p\)
12) \W&32 \T ++u(W+ p(\)&:%)&
3
2
T m
&|

&
m,x d!+
/
{$
.
Therefore,
(}(\) %x)x=W <&\32 \( p\)12+:u+
\
}
/<+H &1 \x+J
&
1 ux+K
&
2
=W$+\32 \( p\)12&:u+
\
}
/$+H +1 \x+J
+
1 ux+K
+
2 ,
where
K \2 =\\32 \( p\)12:u+
\
}
K1&K.
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Then we have from (4.4)
(&\&12( p\)14 w&Q&1 )<
=Aw2&
:2
}2
/\12( p\)14ut+H &2 w+J
&
2 z+K
&
3 ,
(4.6)
(&\&12( p\)14 z&Q+1 )$
=Az2&
:2
}2
/\12( p\)14ut+H +2 z+J
+
2 w+K
+
3 ,
where
A=
1
4
\&12( p\)14 (2+\( p\)&1 p\\),
Q\1 =&
:
}
\&12( p\)14 \W\ \32 \( p\)12:u+
\
}
/+ ,
H \2 =\
:
2}
\12( p\)&14 H \1 +
1
2
\&12( p\)14 \1{&
:
}
J \1 +
&
:
2}2
/\12( p\)14 (u( p\)12),
J \2 =
:
2}
\12( p\)&14 H \1 +
1
2
\&12( p\)14 \1{&
:
}
J \1 +
&
:
2}2
/\12( p\)14 (u( p\)12)
&
:
}
\W(\&12( p\)14)\+
3:
2}2
\/\12( p\)14 (\( p\)12)\

:
}2
\/ \32 \( p\)12:u+ (\12( p\)14)\ ,
K \3 =&\
&12( p\)14 \\&D(x)\:} K \2 + .
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From the first two equations in (1.1) and (4.5),
ut=
:
}
}(\) %x+
u
\
mx&
1
\
(\u2+ p(\))x+,x&
u
{
=
:
}
/<&
( p\)
\
\x&uux+,x&
u
{
+
:
}
K &1
=
:
}
/$&
( p\)
\
\x&uux+,x&
u
{
+
:
}
K +1 ,
and then
&
:2
}2
/\12( p\)14 ut
=\&:
3
}3
\12( p\)14
/2
2 +
<
&
:3
}3
(\12( p\)14)\
/2
2
\z
+
:2
}2
/\12( p\)14 \( p\)12 w&z2 +u
w+z
2
,x+
u
{
&
:
}
K &1 +
=\&:
3
}3
\12( p\)14
/2
2 +
$
&
:3
}3
(\12( p\)14)\
/2
2
\w
+
:2
}2
/\12( p\)14 \( p\)12 w&z2 +u
w+z
2
,x+
u
{
&
:
}
K +1 + .
Therefore, by (4.6),
(&\&12( p\)14 w&Q&2 )<=Aw
2+H &3 w+J
&
3 z+K
&
4 ,
(4.7)
(&\&12( p\)14 w&Q+2 )$=Aw
2+H +3 z+J
+
3 w+K
+
4 ,
where
Q\2 =Q
\
1 &
:3
}3
\12( p\)14
/2
2
,
H \3 =H
\
2 
:2
2}2
/\12( p\)14 (( p\)12u),
J \3 =J
\
2 &
:3
2}3
\/2(\12( p\)14)\+
:2
2}2
/\12( p\)14 (u\( p\)12),
K \4 =K
\
3 +
:2
2}2
/\12( p\)14 \&,x+u{&
:
}
K \1 + .
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Set
f =&\&12( p\)14 w&Q&2 , g=&\
&12( p\)14 z&Q+2 .
Then
w=&\12( p\)&14 ( f +Q&2 ), z=&\
12( p\)&14 (g+Q+2 ),
And (4.7) becomes
f<=\( p\)&12 A( f +Q&2 )
2&H &3 \
12( p\)&14 ( f +Q&2 )
&J &3 \
12( p\)&14 (g+Q+2 )+K
&
4 ,
(4.8)
g$=\( p\)&12 A(g+Q+2 )
2&H +3 \
12( p\)&14 (g+Q+2 )
&J +3 \
12( p\)&14 ( f +Q&2 )+K
+
4 .
From Lemma (3.1),
|Q\2 |, |H
\
3 |, |J
\
3 |, |K
\
4 |4, (4.9)
and, for small $, there exists a constant ;>0 such that
\( p\)&12 A2;>0. (4.10)
Define Lipschitz functions on [0, L]:
F(t)=max
x
| f (x, t)|, G(t)=max
x
| g(x, t)|,
F+(t)=max
x
f (x, t), G+(t)=max
x
g(x, t),
F&(t)=&min
x
f (x, t), G&(t)=&min
x
g(x, t).
Then
F(t)F+(t)+F&(t), G(t)G+(t)+G&(t).
Fix t # [0, L] and choose x^1 , x 1 # R such that F&(t)=&f (x^1 , t) and
G&(t)=&g(x 1 , t). Then similar to (3.28),
d
dt
F&(t)& f <(x^1 , t),
d
dt
G&(t)&g$(x 1 , t),
and by (4.8) and (4.9),
d
dt
(F&(t)+G&(t))4(F&(t)+G&(t))+4(F+(t)+G+(t))+4.
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This implies
F&(t)+G&(t)4(F&(0)+G&(0))+4 |
t
0
(F+(s)+G+(s)) ds+4
4N+4+4 |
t
0
(F+(s)+G+(s)) ds. (4.11)
Fix t # [0, L] and choose x^2 , x 2 # R such that F+(t)= f (x^2 , t) and
G+(t)= g(x 2 , t). Then, similar to (3.28),
d
dt
F+(t) f <(x^2 , t),
d
dt
G+(t) g$(x 2 , t),
and, by (4.8), (4.9), and (4.10),
d
dt
(F+(t)+G+(t));(F+(t)+G+(t))2&4(F+(t)+G+(t))
&4(F&(t)+G&(t))&4.
By (4.11),
d
dt
(F+(t)+G+(t));(F+(t)+G+(t))2&4(F+(t)+G+(t))
&4 |
t
0
(F+(s)+G+(s)) ds&4N&4. (4.12)
Note that, by (2.6),
F+(0)+G+(0)4M&4. (4.13)
Now we prove that, for sufficiently large M>0, (4.12) indicates that
F+(t)+G+(t) will blow up in finite time, which is less than or equal to L.
In fact, for L<1 small enough,
|
L
0
I(t) dt1. (4.14)
where
I(t)=|
t
0
(F+(s)+G+(s)) ds.
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The small L in (4.14) cat be selected a priori so that (4.14) holds for any
solution with initial data satisfying only (A1)(A3) in our Main Theorem.
This can be proved as follows. Set
X(t)=e(t&L) 4(F+(t)+G+(t))&4 |
L
t
I(s) ds+(4N+4)(t&L). (4.15)
Then, by (4.13) and (4.14),
X(0)e&L4(4M&4)&4N&4, (4.16)
and the differential inequality (4.12) implies that
dX
dt
;e(L&t) 4 \X(t)+4 |
L
t
I(s) ds+(4N+4)(L&t)+
2
. (4.17)
From (4.16), for M>0 large enough, X(0)>0. Then X(t)>0, for
t # [0, L], since (dXdt)0 by (4.17). Therefore, (4.17) implies that
dX
dt
;X(t)2. (4.18)
Integrating (4.18) over [t, L] for t # [0, L], we have
X(t)
1
;(L&t)
.
Then, from the definition (4.15) of X(t),
F+(t)+G+(t)e(L&t) 4 \ 1;(L&t)+4 |
L
t
I(s) ds+(4N+4)(L&t)+ .
Then, for L<1, one has by (4.14)
F+(t)+G+(t)
4
L&t
+4N+4.
Integrate it over (0, t), for t # (0, L), to obtain
I(t)&4 ln(L&t)+4N+4,
and then
|
L
0
I(t) dt(4N+4) L&4L ln L.
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Thus, for L small enough,
|
L
0
I(t) dt(4N+4) L&4L ln L<1.
That is, (4.14) is true for some small L that can be selected a priori. Now
we integrate (4.18) over [0, t] to get
X(t)
X(0)
1&;X(0)t
. (4.19)
For sufficiently large M>0, by (4.16)
X(0)
1
;L
,
and then, by (4.19), X(t) and hence F+(t)+G+(t) blow up at a finite time
t*=(;X(0))&1L.
This completes the proof of our Main Theorem. K
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